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Electronica and harpsichords brought together, with songs ranging from pounding electro-industrial and

EBM (containing both distorted male vocals and beautiful guest female vocals), to soft instrumentals the

likes of Danny Elfman or Elliot Goldenthal. 16 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Industrial, CLASSICAL:

Contemporary Details: Dark electronic music accented with the sound of harpsichords is what you will

find with Soul Circuit. This is the Florida-based dark-ebm/electro-goth Soul Circuit (not to be confused

with the European techno artist of the same name). Started in early 2001, this is the music of Brett

Saltzer, and is an attempt to equally mix modern electronic synth-based music with live harpsichords and

other classical elements. It's goal is to bring the past and the future together as an equal musical blend.

The songs range from beat-heavy electro-industrial, to soft instrumentals in style (with both distorted male

and guest female vocals used), but the harpsichords are always present to give it a unique trademark

sound. "Evolve" - Professionally manufactured and independantly released by Soul Circuit on July 14th,

2003, this is the first full-length Soul Circuit album. This album contains all new and improved versions of

some of the older material that was released on mp3in the past. It has a diverse mix of sounds ranging

from pounding electro songs like "Loathe" and "Gone", to softer instrumentals like "A Safe Place" and

"Zeitgeist". It also contains the track, "Stronger", which is a unique collaboration between Soul Circuit and

long-time DSBP Records industrial act Diverje. Influences: Beethoven, Graeme Revell, Elliot Goldenthal,

Danny Elfman, Tori Amos, Lether Strip, Front 242, Covenant, VNV Nation Similar Artists: Android Lust,

Assemblage 23, Delerium, Diary of Dreams, Endanger, Fektion Fekler, Flesh Field, L'ame Immortelle,

Wumpscut Want more? Be sure to check out the Soul Circuit remix album, "Voluble", featuring 14

remixes of songs from "Evolve" and two new tracks, at cdbaby.com/soulcircuit2
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